SAFE: COMMAND. CONTROL. COMMUNICATION.

Unified Situational
Awareness

The changing nature of the threat landscape, combined with rapid, digital transformation,
requires Public Safety agencies to be one step ahead. Through its SAFE platform,
Saab is providing a modern, agile solution to meet tomorrow’s challenges.
SAFE is a role-based, situational awareness platform that provides seamless information sharing
between varied levels of users, designed to meet the ever-changing demands of day-to-day operations.
SAFE is a COTS platform−comprehensive and
fully integrated next generation solution. It equips
field operators and administrators with powerful
decision support, smart resource management
and an effective, common operational picture.
The unified platform enhances situational
awareness, increases security, improves
business flows, reduces costs and radically
strengthens operational capabilities.

SAFE allows people and organizations to create
efficient workflow throughout any process or
event. The system can be continuously upgraded
and configured to meet operational needs.

• Proven unified platform for control
rooms
• Integrated solution for superior
situational awareness
• Multi-channel public contact

• Consistent role-based graphical
interface
• Supports agile adoption to new
workflows and technologies

COMMAND
•
•
•

Role-based workflows with configurable rule engine provides a flexibility to adjust
and expand the system.
Multiple levels of command for secure information distribution.

With integration to multiple data sources, SAFE facilitates seamless information
flow to staff, making incident management process more efficient.

CONTROL
An ultimate, unified control-room experience based on:
•
•
•

Workflow focus – managing
end-to-end information flows
User friendly, consistent
UI with role-based layout
Real-time Business
Intelligence

•
•
•

Flexible and configurable
integrated solution

Dynamic decision support
GIS oriented presentation

COMMUNICATION
•
•
•

Integrated multi-channel communication for
seamless interaction with any resource.

Bi-directional social media integration enables realtime Business Intelligence and communication.

Instant and secure media sharing among stationary
and mobile devices through apps and web.

Integration is in our DNA
The power of an open platform

Doing more with less

Integration is both complex and expensive. With SAFE,
operations are streamlined and future-proofed. Its open
eco-system enables access and versatility. Any addition
(present as well as future ones) can easily be tailored to
precise specifications and needs.

Command and control centers often operate using several
disparate systems– communication, mapping, CAD and
more. SAFE integrates all disparate systems, enabling
operators to work more efficiently and do more with less.
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